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Make sure to clear off your vehicle this winter! According to Title 75 & 4524, motorists must have a clear,
unobstructed view of the roadway at all times. Just like any other debris, snow and ice must be removed from the
vehicle’s windows BEFORE driving. Every winter I’m sure we have all seen that car on the road that has snow
crashing off of it while driving. Don’t be this driver — failure to comply with the aforementioned statute is a
primary offense. This means that local police or state police have reason to stop
you if you have snow piled up on your car.
A fine for driving with an obstructed view is $25 — but with administrative
and other fees added on, violators can expect to pay more than $100. This
doesn’t include the possibility that falling snow or ice could cause serious damage,
whether that be to another vehicle or harming another person. According to the
Pennsylvania State Police’s website, “If snow or ice comes loose from your
vehicle and strikes another vehicle or pedestrian causing serious bodily
injury or death, you are subject to a fine of up to $1,000 for each
offense.”
So how can you avoid this? Make sure that you are always prepared by having an ice scraper and snow
brush in your car. This way, even if you were not aware of an oncoming storm, you can still clean off your car.
Also, if you cannot see out of your car at any point, recognize that this not only puts you at danger, but it puts
every other person on the road in danger as well.
Information Provided By: www.media.pa.gov
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WHAT HAPPENS TO TIRE PRESSURE IN THE COLD?
In the winter it’s important to understand that
your tires may appear flat, but that doesn’t always mean
that you have a leak somewhere. It’s very common for
the tire pressure light on your dashboard to pop on
when the temperature starts to drop this time of year.
So when the light comes on, should it be a cause of
great worry? Not necessarily.
In the summer, you have to keep an eye on
your tire pressure because the air expands in the heat
causing over-inflation. In the winter you need to
maintain proper tire pressure for the opposite reason,
air contracts and causes the tire pressure to decrease,
thus, making the tire deflate.

You want to check your tire pressure regularly,
specifically in the morning when the tires are cold. While
you drive the constant turning creates friction making
the tires warm up, which increases the pressure.
Therefore, you will get an
inaccurate measurement if you
measure right after driving your
vehicle.
Checking your owner’s
manual is the right way to get the
proper PSI recommended by the manufacturer of
your vehicle. With regular maintenance and checking
of the pressure, your tires will be good to go this winter!

Information Provided By: www.accuweather.com

Visit us at:

www.crawfordsac.com

Member of The Pennsylvania Collision Trade Guild

YOU CAN HAVE YOUR CAR REPAIRED
WHEREVER YOU WOULD LIKE, AS PER
PENNSYLVANIA CONSUMER LAW!
IT’S YOUR CHOICE!
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▫ A LIST OF OUR SERVICES
▫ CUSTOMER TESTIMONIALS
▫ CONSUMER INFORMATION
PICTURES FROM BEFORE AND AFTER OUR REPAIR SERVICES
THE HISTORY OF OUR FAMILY BUSINESS

ON OUR WEBSITE YOU CAN FIND:

TAKE A LOOK AT OUR WEBSITE!
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ACCIDENTS HAPPEN … BUT WE CAN HELP!
What services does
Crawford’s Auto Center, Inc. provide?

TOWING AND RECOVERY
AUTO BODY COLLISION REPAIR
REFINISHING
MECHANICAL REPAIR

AFTER

BEFORE

Car accidents happen, but we’re here to help make the
situation better for you. As a fourth generation family
business, we have provided our services to the
Downingtown and surrounding areas since 1940. Therefore,
we have all of the skills and experience to handle your
vehicle repairs smoothly and professionally. If you have
been in an accident and need assistance, call our office line
#610-269-1610 today!

In Pennsylvania, law requires drivers that are approaching
an emergency response area (this includes areas where a
tow truck is offering assistance!) to pass in a non-adjacent
lane if it is possible to do so. If this is not possible to do,
then the driver must decrease their speed at least 20
mph below the posted speed limit while passing to
ensure the safety of the recovery personnel.

This applies to any scene where an emergency vehicle
has lights flashing, there are lighted flares, posted
signs, cones or any other means to warn motorists of
the scene.

Failure to move over and/or slow down can be an
offense that carries up to $250.

If you injure a worker by disobeying the law, it will
result with a 90-day license suspension.

Law enforcement, road workers, and other emergency
personnel can report motorists that violate this law,
and citations may be given based on these reports.
Go to the following URL to learn more:
http://www.moveoveramerica.com/
Information provided by: www.drivinglaws.aaa.com & www.moveoveramerica.com

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOUR VEHICLE IS DETERMINED TO BE A TOTAL LOSS?
HOW DO YOU GET PROPERLY REIMBURSED?
Most people who purchase automobile insurance believe
that they are entitled to full replacement cost of their
vehicle in the event of a total loss. This is a wrong
assumption and a very clear sign that you
have not read your insurance policy.
Unless you have purchased a provision for
full replacement cost from your insurance
company you are only entitled to the ACV
value of your loss. ACV stands for Actual
Cash Value, which represents the money
an insurer will pay out to replace your
vehicle.
To determine this amount the PA Department of
Insurance has provided strong consumer regulations
that call for the insurance company to utilize 3 basic
methods. The Guide Source Method, The Actual Cost
Method and The Dealer Quotation Method. About fifteen
years ago the insurance lobby in PA requested a fourth
process to evaluate the ACV which is called the
Automated Data Base method. The Data Base method is
not mentioned in the DOI Regulation, however, it has
become the chosen method by all insurance companies
as they settle total-lost-vehicles across the
Commonwealth.
Why is this? The answer is simple: These Data
Base values are skewed in the favor of the insurance
company - not the vehicle owner. The insurer will tell
the consumer that the settlement is based on an
automated value that has been established by the DOI
and this is what the vehicle owner must accept. This is
WRONG! The PA consumer has the right to arbitrate
their vehicle settlements based on the PA Regulation.
Whereas they can utilize any of the three
aforementioned methods we listed to challenge the
insurer’s Data Base methods.
Time after time we see our customer’s
automobile investment being undervalued by the
insurance company when it comes down to paying the
total loss settlement. Every insurer will attempt to
lowball the settlement hoping the vehicle owner accepts

the amount they are offered. Many vehicle owners
believe they are only entitled to trade-in value or
wholesale value. Absolutely wrong, your insurance policy
is an indemnification policy you purchased
to be indemnified in the event of a loss.
Indemnified means to be made
100% whole – You are entitled to
receive a vehicle to replace your vehicle of
the same make, model, year, with the
same mileage or less and with the same
options or better.
The benefit goes to the consumer
based on PA State Consumer Law. You may see TV
commercials such as the current Liberty Mutual ad that
promises to replace your totaled vehicle with a brand
new vehicle. This is not accurate information unless you
have purchased the option of a full replacement vehicle.
Consumers need to realize that what you see on TV is
marketing propaganda and not necessarily true.
Insurance companies are not in the business of
replacing your property with an item that is of a higher
value than the item you have lost.
Many vehicle owners have purchased their
vehicle at a higher than normal value or accepted a
financial arrangement with a lender that over-finances
the vehicle due to credit ratings or payment history.
Remember your insurance company is only obligated to
reimburse you based on the guidelines of the insurance
policy which in most cases is the ACV of your vehicle.
Gap insurance is an optional insurance coverage for
newer cars that can be added to your collision
insurance policy. It may pay the difference between
the balance of a lease or loan due on a vehicle and what
your insurance company pays if the car is considered a
total loss. If you, your relatives, friends or associates
have experienced a total loss situation, feel free to
contact us for advice on collecting a fair and reasonable
settlement based on your vehicle’s current value and the
consumers laws of the Commonwealth.

